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Mick Dwyer

Stand Up Comedian & Adventurer

Mick Dwyer – also known as Mickey D – is a veteran of
stand-up comedy. For well over a decade he has
performed at international comedy festivals across the
UK, throughout Europe and the States, along the way
acquiring an impressive list of TV and radio credits.

With his high energy and brilliant natural comedic
talent, Mick is an amiable host who will keep your
audience engaged and laughing from the start of the
event right through to the end and beyond.

Mick burst onto the comedy scene as a 17-year old and
made an immediate impact, storming the national finals
of JJJ’s Raw Comedy, in Australia. He earned a name for
himself at the Adelaide Fringe and Melbourne
International Comedy Festival in 2002 and hasn’t
stopped entertaining audiences since.

Mick is equally at home as compere or headline act and his warm presence and infectious smile
are always guaranteed to rub off on any audience.

Client testimonials

“ Mick has appeared at our annual conferences on numerous occasions over the years. Mick has
been our featured guest at our awards dinners and also performed part way through our
program to re-energize our delegates. With the daytime topic of conversation being
accounting and payroll software and delegates are primarily from the accounting and IT
fraternities and they’re not used to cracking smiles. On every occasion Mick has knocked it
out of the park with his quick wit, inclusive style and awareness of audience. There is
absolutely no hesitation in recommending Mick for any corporate engagement that needs a
cherry on top in the form of a world class performance.

- sybiz

“ Tech Data hired Mick for a corporate function and he did a sterling job with an improvised
employee role and provided a fantastic round up and comedy set at the end of the team-
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building day. So much so that I hired Mick in my capacity as Cricket club chairman to host a
sportsman’s dinner.

- Cloud Services - UK and Ireland
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